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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Automatic customer survey after a service contact

Original for voice/telephonic and
web customer survey!

www.4Com.de

CONCEPT

Success factor: customer satisfaction
BENEFITS OF THE 4Com CUSTOMER FEEDBACKS
Quick, automated, representative
A lot of customers can be questioned about their
satisfaction level within a very short time. The automated survey makes it impossible for answers to
be influenced by internal, subjective interviewers,
thereby increasing the reliability of the sample.
Valid real time results
The results of the survey are available in real time.
This allows rapid improvement of service processes,
helps to identify trends and developments and to
verify the success of internal training.
Quality assurance, and market research
4Com Customer Feedback is suitable for monitoring
the quality of different service providers, locations,
groups or customer service employees . Service
becomes measurable and verifiable, even to your own
clients. The automatic survey tool can also be used
for market research purposes.
Quality: competitive advantage for service providers
4Com Customer Feedback is also suitable as a sales
tool for allowing service providers to win their clients’
trust. Clients benefit from it too! With the help of
defined questions, it is possible to check whether a
certain average level of quality is met.

Satisfied customers are the backbone of a company‘s success
and essential in marking off a company from its competitors.
Satisfied customers also act as multipliers and circulate their
opinions and experiences with other companies in the market. That’s why it is more important than ever before for companies to make sure that their customers are satisfied, rather
than blindly assuming that they are or vaguely assessing their
satisfaction level. Customer service is the essential interface
for this. The goal and task of the customer service staff is to
solve customers‘ problems and to fulfill their wishes. Is this
goal achieved? Is there room for improvement? 4Com Customer Feedback provides answers to such questions by means
of its automatic customer surveys.

Automatic customer survey - the original!
If you want to know whether your customers are really satisfied, you should ask them – without much effort and delay,
but with measurable results. 4Com Customer Feedback is
the right solution for this. The cloud-based solution makes
it possible to determine customer satisfaction by means of
an automated customer survey immediately after contact by
phone via a voice system or by email. The pay-per-use method is used for billing.
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Effective and inexpensive
An automated post-contact survey prevents delays
and is effective. Moreover, both clients and agents
prefer it to written surveys. The costs are low. Each
survey costs between 15 and 90 cents.
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4Com Customer Feedback
voice platform

* Forwarding variants:
a) manually by the employee		
b) automatically by the 4Com system

c) via automatic call back
d) naming of a service number

Principle of 4Com Customer Feedback.
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SURVEY

How 4Com Customer Feedback works

Web interface for configuration

The survey can be answered by phone or via email/web.

You can configure your survey yourself. This allows you to
make changes quickly and to react flexibly. You will receive
a master login for configuration and for accessing the statistics. Additional tiered authorizations for team leaders or
employees are available as options.

Survey by phone. To conduct the survey by phone, any number of callers can be directed either manually by call forwarding or automatically to the voice system of 4Com following
their call. Alternatively, the customer can receive a call back
through the voice system. Customers are asked open and
closed questions about their level of satisfaction, for example, about the availability of customer service staff, the friendliness and competence of the relevant employee, etc. The
answers and ratings are either spoken or entered via phone
keypad. The result of the survey is available for analysis in
real time and can be accessed online at any time.
Survey via email. After an email contact, the customer is directly guided to the 4Com survey, which is displayed in the
desired layout, via a link “kundenname-kundenbefragung.
de” in an email or on the homepage. The survey is the same
as the phone survey and uses the same analysis tool. To prevent repeat participation in the survey, optional one-time
transaction numbers (TAN) are provided in the links.

Create a questionnaire yourself
You can compile your own questionnaire online. The basic
phone survey package already contains 60 important and frequently used survey elements. The basic email survey package contains 15 survey elements. We will be glad to integrate
individual questions as an additional option for you!
Complex questionnaires, including branching questions, can
easily be set up as well. You can also alter the used questionnaires in a time-controlled manner. The questions are displayed graphically for a better overview.

Tip: the online survey is particularly well suited for improving
email service!

Your online survey is designed in the
desired layout. It is convenient and
easy for customers to use.
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Demo:
www.4Com.de/customer-feedback
www.4Com.de/demo-befragung
Fon 0511 33 42 401

Examples of survey elements
Greetings:
• “Welcome to our customer survey. We would like to ask
you a few short questions about our service quality in order to be able to continuously improve our phone service
for you.”
• “Welcome to our customer survey. We would like to ask
you a few short questions about our service quality in order to be able to continuously improve our phone service
for you. Your answers will be evaluated anonymously.”
Questions:
• “What was the reason for your call?”
• “How do you like our music when you are on hold?”
• “How satisfied are you with the friendliness of the employee?”
• “Did our employee address you by your name?”
• “Did our employee schedule enough time for you?”
• “Did you receive all the required information?”
• “Was your issue resolved satisfactorily?”
• “How would you evaluate the overall level of support you
received?”
• “In your opinion, what could we do better in the future?
Where appropriate, please name another company whose phone service you have particularly liked and why.”
• “What is your overall impression of our telephone service?”
• “Would you recommend our service?”

TRANSFER METHODS

Tip: free messages and answers can also be recorded in writing – 4Com will gladly do this for you! You will receive the
texts in Excel format at desired intervals.

Manual call forwarding
In the standard variant, the employee manually directs the
caller to the survey after their call by pressing a button. This
mostly includes a connecting sentence such as: “At the end,
you have the option of participating in a short customer survey on service quality. Thank you for your call! I will put you
through... ” From experience, we know that the participation
rate in this variant is often more than 80 percent.
Tip: fixed forwarding times can be defined so as to prevent
only satisfied customers being directed to the customer survey. This is controlled simply by matching the inbound calls
with the number of redirects to the 4Com voice system!

Ending the conversation:
• “Thank you for participating in our survey.”
• “Your answers help us to continuously improve our service quality. Thank you for your co-operation! Goodbye.”

Individual and open questions
We are happy to prepare and integrate company-specific or
individual questions for you! Your questions will be spoken by
professional speakers. Background music can also be added.
A recording function is provided for open questions. You will receive the customer’s answers as separate audio files via email.

At the click of a mouse, complicated questions can also be graphically prepared and printed out in the “Questionnaire” diagram.

MONITORING & ANALYSIS

Fully automatic call forwarding

Analysis and results

Here, the customer is directed to the survey without the help
of the employee. Instead, potential participants are directed
to the 4Com system before the call with the employee, where
they are automatically selected and then referred to the subsequent customer survey with a pre-routing message.

The integrated online monitor gives you an overview of all
active and inactive projects and provides up-to-date and detailed information about the number of calls and participation
in your surveys.

For example: “Please do not hang up after the call. Evaluate
our service quality in the subsequent customer survey.” After
the call, the caller is automatically directed to the questions.
For automatic pre-selection, the percentage of callers to be
interviewed is determined beforehand in the IN-routing of
your carrier. With time-based routing, you can also define the
desired period of time for the survey.
This process is already fully integrated in the 4Com Multichannel ACD and for 4Com Servicerufnummern (service
numbers). If you use local area numbers, calls are temporarily diverted to 4Com via the telecommunication system. From
experience, we know that the participation rate in this variant
is 10 to 20 percent.
Tip: repeat callers can be blocked to prevent callers from
being selected for the survey multiple times within a certain
period of time.

The results are evaluated automatically and graphically prepared. They are password-protected and are available online
on an up-to-the-minute basis.
The answers to open questions will be sent to you by email
with a WAV attachment (additional option). Regressive analysis of answers is also possible as an additional option.

Analysis and statistics
4Com Cockpit as an analysis center of the 4Com Suite enables you to professionally prepare and analyze the statistics
of your customer survey. A statistics and graphics generator,
as well as extensive business intelligence functions such as
drill-down or associative data search, are available for this.
You can also create individual supervisor and wallboard views
for the daily intraday control.

Outbound survey
In the fully automated outbound survey, customers automatically receive a second call through the system after an inbound call and they are then asked questions – without the
employee being involved in the process. In this way, the customer can take the survey for free. From experience, we know
that the participation rate in this variant is 30 to 60 percent.
In the semi-automatic outbound survey, customer numbers
are loaded into the 4Com Outbound Manager. An employee
welcomes the customer in a call and then directs them to the
automatic customer survey.
You can generate detailed statistics of your surveys by using 4Com Cockpit, the 4Com Suite
analysis center. You can view the survey results even when you are mobile, and can intervene immediately if necessary.
5

OPTIONS

The Cockpit enables a central analysis of the data of all 4Com
modules in a reporting tool, as well as a 360 degree view of
this data. Service incidents can be evaluated end-to-end. For
example, a customer call can be evaluated right from when it
is received on the service hotline, to the IVR, to call distribution through ACD, during a customer survey with Customer
Feedback, as well as in the CRM.
You can generate detailed statistics of your surveys by using
4Com Cockpit, the 4Com Suite analysis center. You can view
the survey results even when you are mobile, and can intervene immediately whenever necessary.

Screen- & Call-Recording
Call recording can also be booked if the survey is carried out
using fully automatic call forwarding. Either the customer,
the employee, or both, can be recorded. Screen recording is
also possible when using the 4Com Multichannel ACD. During screen recording, either the entire screen or only the selected screen contents can be recorded. For better analysis,
these recordings are assigned to the survey result.
Tip: 4Com Cockpit enables optimal analysis of the survey results.

Evaluation tool
In the 4Com evaluation tool, it is possible to play, evaluate
and comment on the recordings. They can also be linked to
the customer rating. Training areas with different authorization profiles are available for analysis. Comments on the
recordings can be commented on in writing and evaluated via
online evaluation forms. Employees can access their own recordings and ratings. With links to external websites, you can
incorporate e-learning systems or refer to sample calls.

Additional questions
If you use closed questions, it is still possible to ask an open
additional question for each question, for example, in the
case of a bad rating. An example: “Please briefly mention the
reason for your rating after the beep.” You will also receive
these recordings as an audio file via email so that you can
evaluate them.

Regressive question evaluation

In the call evaluation tool, recordings can be divided into individual
sections and comments can be added for each section.

The response behavior of customers to different questions
can optionally be linked with each other, i.e., correlations and
questions can be clarified, such as: “How did customers, who
answered question Y with a rating of 4 to 6, answer question X?”

Training courses
4Com Academy can provide you with introductory and advanced training courses for this solution option! www.4Com.
de/akademie

Percentage Routing

Analysis by location, team, employee

Use percentage routing to simultaneously carry out a survey
not just with one but several active questionnaires. Survey
participants are distributed proportionally among the active
questionnaires, for instance, to keep the volume of questions
for each participant as low as possible.

In addition to overall statistics per phone number, separate
statistics groups are also available for individual locations,
teams and employees. For the online survey, separate links
can be integrated for a separate analysis per homepage, contact center, group or employee. The statistics are clearly arranged in a tree structure. A separate table overview makes
benchmarking easy.

In the call evaluation tool, recordings can be divided into individual sections and comments can be added for each section.

OVERALL CONDITIONS
Security
4Com`s Customer Feedback systems
are located in an air-conditioned, outer
shell monitored environment with emergency power and access protection in
collocation at the network centers of our
partner carriers. Each individual system
is completely self-sufficient. Check routines ensure a very high availability rate.

Service and maintenance
Basic monthly fee includes complete
hardware and software maintenance of
4Com Customer Feedback. A 24-hour
error reporting hotline with a defined
response time of 30 minutes is available.
For any questions related to installation,
support is available free of charge during office hours.

Encryption and data protection
Access to the admin and statistics pages
of 4Com Customer Feedback, as well as
the export, are password-protected with
encryption.

Capacity
Depending on the customers, 4Com can
provide sufficient capacity for 4Com Customer Feedback customers.

4Com guarantees data protection to
its customers in accordance with the
“4Com data protection agreement with
data security concept for clients” and
also signs corresponding customer
declarations upon request.

Updates
4Com Customer Feedback is under continuous development. You will receive
updates with new features automatically
and free of charge several times a year.
Features that may be chargeable can be
booked optionally.

Tariff model and contract term
The one-time installation fee includes
programming and setup of the service.
We set up your customer survey on our
system, including a pool of the 60 survey
elements which are most frequently
used by customers, as well as online
analysis statistics, and then test your
service. You can activate the desired
questions via your web account and
change them at any time. In addition to
a basic monthly fee, we also charge for
the usage time (caller minutes).
Zero risk: 4Com Customer Feedback can
be terminated with a notice period of 14
days to the end of the month.
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CREATING SERVICE EXCELLENCE

4Com SUITE

As an innovation-driven company 4Com designs all-in-one solutions to optimize service contacts. We commit ourselves completely to our customer needs since 1994.
The web-based modular designed and multi-site solutions are available via the
cloud, or on-premise via the private cloud. Our customers leverage the pay-per-useprinciple without investment risks. Maintenance, support and regularly updates are
included in the monthly basic fee.

• Multichannel ACD
• Outbound Manager
• Email Management
• Service Numbers
• Cockpit
• Screen- & Call-Recording

The technical implementation of workflows and processes is committed completely to our customer needs. As we are focused on technology, our highly specialized
software engineers and developers perform and design customizations in due time.

• Customer Feedback
• Workforce Management
• Messenger

Furthermore we focus on user-friendly and optimized web interfaces. Our customers
may configure and modify the settings in order to meet new challenges in a timely
manner. As part of our “joint administration-concept” our solution architects are the
direct contact for all issues - such as change requests, queries or adjustments.

• Self Services
• Multimedia Wallboard
• Live Support Manager
• IVR
• Corporate Call Assistant
• Conference
• Bots & AI
• Audio Production
• Unified Desktop

Kunden, die das 4Com Customer Feedback im Einsatz haben, nutzen auch:

Member of the Initiative

4Com GmbH & Co. KG | Hamburger Allee 23 | 30161 Hannover
www.4Com.de | solutions@4Com.de | Fon +49 (0) 511 300 399 - 03

